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Winter 2014 Fishing Report
The Amazon basin is an enormous place. It’s as large as the Continental United States (or for you Texan anglers, it’s more than ten times the
size of Texas)! Not only is it home to over 3000 species of fish (almost a
third of the entire world’s population of freshwater fish), but it has a tremendous variety of habitat and terrain that contains them. Peacock bass
fishermen are, of course, familiar with the Amazon lowlands, home of the
angling “all-star”, the giant peacock bass ... but there’s lots more.
Saying “I’m going fishing in America” leaves a lot to the imagination.
You could be going largemouth bass fishing and likely heading off to Flor-

Home of the Fiercest Fishes of the Amazon!
…. Winter Notes ....
Fishing Seminars - As our Amazon
fishing season comes to an end and the
trade show cycle winds down, we are freed
up to present seminars for fishing clubs and
travel groups around the country - provided
free of charge. Contact Paul Reiss—866
832-2987 x 1
Win a Free Trip! - Later this spring,
we’ll be announcing an amazing giveaway - a
free Acute Angling Amazon trip of your
choice. Watch our website or our monthly
e-news for more information. We plan to
begin accepting entries in late April. For all
of you who’ve said “It’s on the bucket list but only when I win the lottery”, here’s
your chance!
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ida, or you might be targeting sturgeon and
fishing over 3,000 miles away in Oregon. It’s
very much the same in Amazonia. Although
giant peacocks are found in the Amazon lowlands, the wildly varied species featured in our
Rio Travessao Safari Camp trips are found in
an altogether different geographical area
known as the Guyana Shield highlands.
In the middle of this vast rocky highland is
the pristine Rio Travessao. Protected within an
Indian Reservation (exclusively open to Acute
Angling), the fishery is geologically and biologically separated from the lowlands by significant waterfalls and rapids. Thus, this region hosts an altogether different aquatic
fauna. Here anglers can not only tangle with

saber-toothed payara, vicious trairão (or wolffish as they’re called on TV), acrobatic giant
bicuda, hefty pacu and other scaled predators,
but also a regionally unique species of fastwater peacock bass averaging between 6 and
10 pounds, reaching up to as much fifteen.
As if this wasn’t enough, this place is absolutely “Catfish Central”. The Amazon basin
has over 1300 species of catfish - more than
the whole rest of the world put together! The
Rio Travessão got an unfair share of the biggest of them. We have big strong cats, like
jundira, and sorubim in the 20 to 30 pound
class; we have giant cats, like redtails and jau
in the 100 plus pound class and we have the
ultimate monstrosity, the goliath piraiba, up to
350 pounds! And, we consis- Cont’d p. 2
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tently catch good numbers of all of them. In fact, our anglers have
set nine IGFA world records during our sojourn in this primeval land
of the giants!
Below, is a compendium of this season’s catch statistics for the
most sought after species. A total of 41 anglers were privileged to
visit this paradise. They caught 2864 of the principle species, averaging 70 of these exotic fishes per angler per week. This doesn’t
even take into consideration the numerous huge black piranha,
jacundá, barba-chata, bocão and other species also caught here. In
fact, it is possible to catch 16 different species of gamefish in this
fishery (and has already been done by several anglers).
With all of this amazing fishing at hand, our anglers still find
time to visit our welcoming host tribe’s village, hike in the pristine
rainforests, visit jungle caverns, go spotlighting for nocturnal wildlife and travel to our upriver satellite camp. And, when all the activities are done, they relax in our comfortable, pleasant camp with
amazingly good food and drink and tell fishing stories to each other.
This isn’t just a fishing trip, it’s a truly unique Amazon adventure
Week

#

1

8

Peacock Payara Bicuda
288

4

1

and the trip of a lifetime.
Spaces for this extraordinary trip fill well in advance (only 14
spaces remain for next season), so this might be the time to start
planning the most amazing fishing trip you’ll ever take.
You name it, we catch (and
release) it here. No kidding!
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Fish with the Stars - and Save Money too!
Peacock Bass Fishing on the Blackwater Explorer
Taking an awesome Amazon fishing trip is a fantastic,
bucket–list worthy, experience. Enjoying it while being part of an
exciting TV filming expedition goes it
even one better. But, on top of all that,
how about saving a bundle while you’re
at it. That’s as good as it gets! Here’s
your chance to do it all at once.
“Stoked on Fishing” is a Fox Sports
West feature starring Shea McIntee.
Growing up in Southern California,
Shea was always either surfing or fishing. Shea’s dad handed him a cane pole
and a bobber before the bottle, engendering in him a passion for the sport of
fishing. Just as Shea had to be in or
around the water at all times, he was
also fascinated with video. By the age
of nineteen Shea learned how to edit
what he had filmed and now, two decades and thousands of hours
of editing later, he’s finally chased down his lifelong dream. Since
2012, Shea has taken his fishing experience and filming talents
around the world, producing and starring in Fox Sports West’s
highest rated and most exciting fishing show.
“Stoked” - adjective; – to be “stoked” is to be completely and

Hosted by Shea McIntee of “Stoked on Fishing”
intensely enthusiastic, exhilarated, or excited about something. If
this trip doesn’t get you “stoked”, maybe it’s time to hang up your
fishing pole. Shea is inviting all Acute
TV star Shea McIntee
Anglers to join him fishing and filmwill film and host the
ing on this great week in Brazil’s Rio
special week of DecemNegro basin … at the amazing price of
ber 12th—19th, 2014 on $3750 per angler. You’ll arrive at the
the Blackwater Explorer
yacht via charter aircraft for six days
yacht.
of fishing in our agile, guided bass
boats. During this time you’ll live
aboard the beautiful and comfortable
Blackwater Explorer yacht, enjoying
its great food, always “open” bar and
superb service. At the end of the week,
enjoy a relaxed cruise downriver to
Manaus and your return flight home,
well before the holidays.
Fish your brains out, see yourself
on TV and let the world know you’re “Stoked on Fishing” too. But
best of all, experience the incredible, hard-fighting peacock bass at
its fiercest in the remote waters of the Rio Negro basin, home of
the world’s largest peacocks. Call now to make your reservation
for the week of December 12th –19th, 2014. Only 8 spaces remain
at this great price.
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Why Select a Fly-in Floating Bungalow Camp?
It’s The Right Tool to Access to Otherwise Unreachable Headwaters Fisheries
Anglers often select a trip type based on what they
… and
perceive to be its level of comfort. This is reasonable
Giant
and there are in fact significant differences in accommoPeacock
dations as a result of the logistical requirements of each
Bass,
trip type. For the angler, there is no wrong choice, just a
different type of great experience. Outfitters, on the
other hand, use each type of operation according to the
fishery to be accessed. For us, it’s a matter of selecting Remote headwaters
the right tool for the job while continuing to provide the provide access to
maximum comfort, security and productivity possible.
big Amazon cats ...
Our new floating bungalow system is an amazingly
as in others) and boasts an airy dining room, mobile kitchen and four
comfortable specialized mechanism to allow us to reach peacock
bass in otherwise inaccessible headwaters locations. Where other roomy bungalows, each with two comfortable beds, thermostatically
controlled air conditioner, 110 VAC outlets, lighting, chairs, tables, a
operations simply can’t navigate, our floating bungalows can get
past rapids, rocks, sandbars and other obstacles, while still offering private bathroom and separate in-room hot shower. Our purpose-built
great comfort and security. In fact, they share the same amenities bass boats are native guided through the most remote, wood-choked
as a lodge or mothership, such as private bathrooms, hot showers, access streams into tributaries and hidden lagoons inaccessible to
others. In this type of water, it's not uncommon to achieve catch rates
superb food and air-conditioning but will get you far deeper into
the jungle itself. Since our camp can be easily moved 25-30 miles of 15-30 peacocks a day, ranging up to 20+ lb. monsters.
The end result is a trip with a more intimate jungle experience
a day it will always follow the best fishing conditions, giving you
and a potentially greater fishing reward than can be offered by other
access to fresh waters without long runs to new fishing grounds .
trip types. This is for the angler who’s been here before and wants to
Acute Angling’s floating bungalows are accessed directly by
floatplane and don’t require long, drawn-out boat rides as in other go where others don’t in pursuit of his own holy grail. This is the
floating camps. Our camp is limited to 8 anglers per group (not 12 fine-tuned specialty tool of Amazon fishing.
Great food in a comfortable dining room

Anglers arrive at our remote camp via
a modern Cessna caravan floatplane
The camp’s mobility ensures that anglers see
fresh fishing waters and optimal water levels.

Roomy
cabins
have hot
showers,
private
baths and
A/C

The Blackwater Explorer Gets a Belly Rub
There aren’t too many businesses that let their customers get a look at their operating underbelly - but we’re … After
proud of ours. It shows off one of our beautiful yacht’s
best features; it’s displacement hull. We’ve built our boat
in the old, regional style, because those “old guys” knew
a few things. Like “If you want to fish in the Amazon
basin, you need a shallow draft and a bowl-shaped hull to
navigate the sandbars and shallows of the best peacock
bass waters”. This is just one of the important reasons we
are more productive than any other mothership operation.
After her seventh season, the BWE needed her hull
cleaned, sealed and repainted, so we had her hauled
Resealed, repainted and ready for 7 more.
7 years in acidic blackwater leaves its mark ashore for the work and she got to show off her stuff.

Before ...

Rio Travessão Trophies - Incredible Variety!
Sorubim

Piraiba

Steve Coulter,
Dallas, TX

Trairão

Steve Ahrenberg, Peoria,
AZ, and friends.
Steven Tucker,
Anchorage, AK

Payara

Larry Zibroski, Stoney
Creek, ON, Canada
Gary Weathers,
Perry, FL

Steve Ahrenberg,
Peoria, AZ

Peacock
Bass

Trairão

Payara

Piraiba

Justin Braddock,
Van Alstyne, TX

Piraiba

Redtail
Catfish

Christine Frost, Armadale,
Victoria, Australia

Redtail
Catfish

Electric Eel
No kidding! You name
it, we catch (and release)
it here.

Mike Fenga, Staten
Island, NY

Piraiba

Bryan Frost, Armadale,
Victoria, Australia

Russell
Jensen,
Bronx, NY

Ralph Hayes,
La Mesa, CA

Martin Lustig,
St. George, UT

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Negro Trophies
Tina Knoy,
Prescott, AZ

Greg Welborn,
Midland, TX
Bruce Welborn,
Flower Mound, TX

Don Mitzel,
Rocheport, MO

Brenda Chamberlain,
Bowling Green, MO

Chuck Kohout,
New Milford, NJ

David
Latham.

Steve Ahrenberg,
Peoria, AZ

Bill Rouw,
Vineland, ON,
Canada

Dirk Dahlke,
Hickory
Creek, TX

Cyril Chauquet,
Montreal, QC,
Canada

Dragan
Stojanovic
Houston,
TX
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Amaz0n Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
Win a free Acute Angling trip! - We’re giving away an incredible Amazon trip. The winner can select from any of our
three incredible Amazon trip types for any available date within
one year of contest closing! To be eligible, anglers must visit our
website at www.AcuteAngling.com and find the article, picture or
page that interests, excites or impresses them the most, then go to
their Facebook page and post the reason why, together with a link
to the item. We’ll choose the 50 best responses and then select a
single winner from that group. Look for specific details on our
Facebook page or our website somewhere around mid-April. We
expect to be open for entries shortly thereafter.
New Exploratory Trip - Once again, we’re going where no
angler has gone before! We’ve scheduled a new “Exploratory
Trip in Brazil’s Amazon state of Para. Our destination is a closed
Indian reservation and a fishery that promises to deliver the best
of both world’s … wild species diversity and untouched waters.

BWE Spaces filling rapidly
Rio Madeira basin/Igapo Açu - Our September and October
Blackwater Explorer trips to the exceptional Igapo Açu fishery are
so popular that they always fill up a year in advance. That’s precisely what happened with our 2014 schedule, leaving no space
available for anglers wishing to fish this destination next season.
We never want to disappoint our clients, so, we’ve opened up
our schedule for this trip configuration for the fall of 2015. In spite
of the extra lead time, spaces on this exclusive yacht trip are already
almost entirely filled for 2015, a year and a half from now! At
$5250 per angler, these highly sought after spots won’t last long, so
call now to hold your reservation.
Rio Negro basin - Meanwhile, the same is now happening for
the rest of our Rio Negro basin Blackwater Explorer trips, scheduled
from mid-October 2014 right through to the end of next season in
March of 2015. So, we’ve opened up this schedule as well and are
taking bookings for the fall of 2015 and winter of 2016 in an effort
to provide more access for anglers needing to plan ahead. Our BWE
schedule (p.7) has been modified to now show only available spaces
- filled weeks are no longer visible. If you’re planning to join us
next season or have a group trip in mind for the following year, now
is the time to call us and make certain that your spaces are reserved.

New and Improved Visa Services
Quicker, Easier, Less Expensive
There is something to be said for dealing with a small
business when a service is the product being sought. True, big
businesses may have big resources, but when it comes to service,
the most important resource is people. Lately, big business has
been all about figuring out how to function with fewer and fewer
people. So, when the visa service we’ve been dealing with for over
15 years was acquired and merged into the dominant company in
the industry (a big business, for sure), we were a bit concerned.
It’s our usual practice to send our customers post-trip
questionnaires so that we can get feedback as to how their trip
went, how they felt about the services and what we can do to keep
improving our trips. Not just the fishing, but all of the services
and activities that make their trip possible and pleasurable. Since
there are a number of external providers and vendors that are
needed to make this happen (airlines, visa services, travel insurance, etc.) we are always happy to get your input regarding the
experience you’ve had with these service providers.
During the past year we began to receive a number of
complaints regarding the newly acquired company (now apparently just another big, impersonal business) that has been processing our clients’ Brazilian visas. This was an eye-opener in light of
our long history with them, going all the way back to when their
operation was much smaller and more personalized. When customers called them for help they were able to speak to a knowledgeable employee who was aware of their needs and could help
solve problems quickly. After the acquisition and through your
feedback we discovered that the customer service aspect of their
business had suffered significantly. Customers were lucky if they
could get through on the phone to have questions answered or to
determine the progress of their visa application. It was also reported to us that they were tacking on fees without customer ap-

The Small Business Solution
proval because they “assumed” that the service in question was
something desired by the individual. Well, we are glad that you let
us know your experiences with this company because without your
help we would not be aware of the decline of their service.
In order to serve out customers better we’ve solved this
problem the old fashioned way. Since bigger isn’t always better, we
are pleased to announce that we’ve now partnered with ItsEasy Passport and Visa Services, a small, service oriented business offering
nationwide visa processing services. They will provide a much more
customer oriented experience, and even better, their fees are lower.
Perhaps it takes a small business to provide better service for less.
All anglers booked in the upcoming 2014/15 season will
receive an email from Acute Angling approximately six months prior
to their trip that will have all of the details needed to apply for their
Brazilian visa. The process is now done completely on-line and our
email will provide you with the links needed to complete your application with the consulate using ItsEasy Visa. There will also be instructions to help simplify the process with information and guidelines for filling out the various forms. As is the past, you’ll need to
send in your passport so the consulate can insert their validated visa.
However, now anglers will be sending their passports and backup
documentation to one centralized location in Washington DC, instead
of various offices throughout the US. This will allow our ItsEasy
account manager to keep much closer control of the process and to
know where all documents are at any given time. She will also be
able to knowledgeably answer questions and let you know what your
visa status is. Their website has a feature allowing travelers to check
status at any given time and we at Acute Angling can also access that
information. This improved service gives our customers multiple
resources and most of all, peace of mind. Let’s face it, who needs
another thing to worry about?
Garry Reiss

2013 –14
2014
–15 Trip
TripSchedules
Schedules&&Prices
Prices
*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of
of Mar.
Apr. 7,
1, 2014
2013

brazil Amaz0n seas0n schedule
Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
- Double Occupancy
Fall 2014/ winter 2015 - $4250
$4750 - Single Occupancy
#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

Fall 2014 Season - Remaining Available Spaces

peacock bass Fl0ating Bungal0w trip
Ri0 Negr0 Basin - fall 2014 - Monday Transfers
#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

FB 1

Oct. 13th, 2014

Oct. 20

$5250

- Full -

RN 4

Oct. 31, 2014

Nov. 11

$4250

- 3 openings -

FB 2

Oct. 20th, 2014

Oct. 27

$5250

- open -

RN 6

Nov. 14, 2014

Nov. 21

$4250

- 6 openings -

FB 3

Oct. 27th, 2014

Nov. 3

$5250

- 6 openings -

RN 7

Nov. 21, 2014

Nov. 28

$4250

- 7 openings -

FB 4

Nov. 3rd, 2014

Nov. 10

$5250

- 4 openings -

RN 8

Nov. 28, 2014

Dec. 5

$4250

- 5 openings -

FB 5

Nov. 10th, 2014

Nov. 17

$5250

- Full -

RN 10

Dec. 12, 2014

Dec. 19

$4250

- 6 openings -

FB 6

Nov. 17th, 2014

Nov. 24

$5250

- 6 openings -

Nov. 24th, 2014

Dec. 1

Thanksgiving

Special Price

Winter 2015 Season - Remaining Available Spaces
RN 12

Jan. 2, 2015

Jan. 9

$4250

- 10 openings -

FB 7

Dec. 1st, 2014

Dec. 8

$5250

- Full -

RN 14

Jan. 16, 2015

Jan. 23

$4250

- 4 openings -

FB 8

Dec. 8th, 2014

Dec. 15

$5250

- Full -

RN 16

Jan. 30, 2015

Feb. 6

$4250

- Full -

FB 9

Dec. 15th, 2014

Dec. 22

$5250

- Full -

RN 17

Feb. 6, 2014

Feb. 13

$4250

- Full -

RN 19

Feb. 20, 2014

Feb. 27

$4250

- 8 openings -

RN 20

Feb. 27, 2014

Mar. 6

$4250

- open -

Fall 2015 Igapo Açu - Available Spaces

Travessã0-- 2014
Multi-species
Multi-speciesvariety
variety--Ri0
Ri0Travessã0
2015
##

Departs
DepartsManaus
Manaus

Returns
Returns

Price
Price

Availability
Availability

TT11

Jan
Jan6th,
5th,2014
2015

Jan.
Jan.
13th
12

$5250
$5250

- Full
- Full
- -

TT22

Jan.
Jan.13th,
12th,2014
2015

Jan.
Jan.
20th
19

$5250
$5250

- 2- openings
4 openings-

X1

Sept. 8, 2015

Sept. 15

$5250

- 2 openings -

TT33

Jan.
Jan.20th,
19th,2014
2015

Jan.
Jan.
27th
26

$5250
$5250

- -3Full
openings-

X2

Sept. 15, 2015

Sept. 22

$5250

- 4 openings -

TT44

Jan.
Jan.27th,
26th,2014
2015

Feb.
Feb.
3rd2

$5250
$5250

- 2 openings
- Full - -

TT55

Feb.
Feb.3rd,
2nd,
2014
2015

Feb.Feb.
10th9

$5250
$5250

- 3 openings
- Full - -

TT66

Feb.
Feb.
10th,
9th,2014
2015

Feb.
Feb.
17th
16

$5250
$5250

Fall 2015 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Friday Transfers
Z3

Oct. 23, 2015

Oct. 30

$4250

- open -

Z4

Oct. 30, 2015

Nov. 6

$4250

- Full -

Z5

Nov. 6, 2015

Nov. 13

$4250

- open -

##

Departs
DepartsManaus
Manaus

Area
Area

Price
Price

Availability
Availability

Z6

Nov. 13, 2015

Nov. 20

$4250

- open -

FBX
FB

January.
January.

Rio
RioBranco
BrancoBasin
Basin

Variable
Variable

- group
- grouponly
only

Z7

Nov. 20, 2015

Nov. 27

$4250

- open -

WBX
WB

February
February

Rio
RioBranco
BrancoBasin
Basin

Variable
Variable

- group
- grouponly
only

Z8

Nov. 27, 2015

Dec. 4

$4250

- open -

Z9

Dec. 4, 2015

Dec. 11

$4250

- Full -

Z 10

Dec. 11, 2015

Dec. 18

$4250

- open -

23

Jan. 1, 2016

Jan. 8

$4250

- open -

--2open
openings-

fl0ating
floatingbungal0w
bungalowcamp
campchartercharter-2013/14
2015/14

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2013—14
2013—14 worldwide
w0rldwide trip
trip options
0pti0ns
RI0 PARISMINA L0DGE - TARP0N AND M0RE - 2012/13

freshwater G0lden D0rado - Argentina

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2500

- year round -

DB

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/bus

$2900

Sept. - June

P4

4 days

2 per room

$3000

- year round -

DV

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/van

$3700

Sept. - June

P5

7 days

2 per room

$4700

- year round -

DA

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/air

$4550

Sept. - June

P6

Individual Pricing

1 per room

Add 8%

- year round -

DS

Dorado Cua / Capita

Delete days

- $250 each

Sept. - June

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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